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Abstract—This paper proposes a new scheme for web page
recommendation which reflects the preference of each user to
the recommended pages in an efficient and effective manner.
The basic idea of the scheme is to combine the notion of
preference footprint to browsed pages with the collaborative
filtering. More concretely, we introduce the notion of “tags”
similar to conventional SBS (Social Bookmark Service), and
attach all tags associated with a user to a page when it is browsed
by him. We implemented a prototype of the proposed scheme, and
conducted preliminary experiments to evaluate the performance
of the scheme. The result of experiments indicates that it takes
less than 0.5 sec to reorder a list of 500 URLs received from a
search engine according to the preference of users.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the rapid popularization of ICT (Information
and Communication Technology) and the WWW, the number
of web pages in the Internet explosively increases in recent
years. In order to find a demanded page from such enormous
number of pages, we usually utilize search engines such as
Google and Yahoo!, in which the contents of web pages are
periodically collected to a central server, and after receiving a
query from a user, the server retrieves collected information
to return a list of URLs matching the query. An increase
of the number of web pages also increases the number of
hits for a given query, which significantly increases the ratio
of unnecessary pages in the search result. Thus, in order to
exclude such unnecessary pages from the search result, most of
conventional search engines try to give an appropriate “rank”
to each page, and recommend each user “higher ranked pages”
which seem to be relevant to the interest of many users.

However, such a popularity-based ranking scheme does
not help to find highly specific pages, such as the pages
interesting for primary school children and the pages that
attracts attention in a leading-edge field. In order to resolve
such problem of conventional search engines, several ideas
have been proposed in the literature to reflect the preference of
users to the page ranking. A representative of such approaches
is SBS (Social Bookmark Service) [6], [7], in which each user
is allowed to conduct an explicit annotation of tags to each
page. Another approach is to focus on the browsing history
of users, as in Google personalized search. Although such
history-based approach would be effective to automatically
acquire the preference of users, many internet users do not
want to register his private information to the system, and to
disclose his browsing history to the other users.

In this paper, we propose a new web page recommendation
system which can reflect the preference of each user to the
recommended result in an efficient and effective manner. The
basic idea of the proposed scheme is to combine the notion of
preference footprint to browsed pages with the collaborative
filtering. To this end, we introduce the notion of “tags” similar
to conventional SBSs, but in contrast to SBSs, we associate
those tags to each user, and attach all tags associated with a
user to a page when it is browsed by the user. Tags attached
to pages are shared by all users. As a result, we could acquire
the information on the distribution of interest of users relevant
to the page, without forcing each user to explicitly designate
“what kind of page it is” as in SBSs. It significantly reduces the
load of users compared with conventional SBSs. In addition, it
reduces the psychological resistance of users, since it needs no
registration, and the preference of users is processed merely in
a stochastic manner. We expect that such favorable properties
of the proposed system motivate many internet users to use
our system, which increases the chance of collecting a large
amount of tags compared with conventional tag-based page
recommendation systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II outlines related work including an overview of collaborative
filtering. Section III describes our proposed system, and the
details of our prototype system are described in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper with future problems.

II. RELATED WORK

Conventional page ranking schemes can be classified into
two categories; i.e., page-centered schemes and user-centered
schemes. The former schemes calculate the ranking of pages
merely by referring to the information attached to each page,
and the latter schemes try to refine a (page-centered) ranking
by taking into account the information on each user; i.e., it
tries to personalize the resultant ranking.

A. Page-Centered Schemes
A page-centered ranking scheme returns the same list of

URLs to all users without considering the personal informa-
tion of each user. An advantage of such approach is high
reproducibility of the search result. However, it is generally
difficult to find an unpopular page from such universal list, and
in addition, the outcome of page-centered schemes is easily
affected by an adversarial behavior of selfish users such as
SEO (Search Engine Optimization) [11], [12].
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B. User-Centered Schemes

In contrast to such schemes, a user-centered scheme takes
into account the personal information of each user to obtain
a personal ranking which is not (significantly) affected by
the popularity of pages. There are two types of user-centered
schemes; i.e., schemes which merely rely on the personal
information of a single user, and schemes based on the sharing
of personal information among several users.

An example of the first type is Rerank.jp developed by
Yamamoto et al. [4]. This scheme reorders the search result
obtained by Yahoo! JAPAN Web API1 using editorial opera-
tions manually conducted by each user. More concretely, each
user executes either “emphasis” or “delete” of keywords shown
in a tag cloud, to change the importance of keywords in the
search result (i.e., a page containing an emphasized word in its
title or snippet will be given a high rank, and a page containing
a deleted word will be given a low rank). Another example is
Google personalized search, which allows each user to have a
ranking according to his preference which is not disclosed to
the other users.

A representative of the second type is the collaborative
filtering. In this method, several users sharing similar interests
are classified into a cluster, and the rank of a page is refined by
referring to the preference (or reputation) of the other users in
the same cluster. In the next subsection, we overview related
work concerned with the collaborative filtering.

C. Collaborative Filtering

Recommendation systems based on the collaborative fil-
tering can be classified into two categories by the type of
information used in the clustering; i.e., recommendation based
on explicit information and recommendation based on implicit
information.

Explicit Information: The term “explicit” means that it is
explicitly designated by the users as in annotation, or provided
via appropriate feedback tools. In general SBSs, annotation
is regarded as a private comment attached to the bookmark;
i.e., it generally increases the load of users. Although such
load of users could be reduced by using memorandum instead
of annotation, it causes another problem since memorandum
may contain ad hoc representation specific to the users. Sasaki
proposed a method [5] to overcome such problem, by focus-
ing on the collection of pages which are attached common
tags by different users, rather than focusing on the ad hoc
representation of those tags.

User profile is another source of explicit information used
in many existing recommendation systems. However, it is
hard to collect such private information in our case, since
general internet users do not want to disclose there preferences,
although the load of collection could be reduced by using a
simple inquiry form [3] and semantic web technologies [9],
[10].

Implicit Information: There are a lot of information
recommendation systems based on an implicit information

1http://developer.yahoo.co.jp/start/

collected from the users, e.g., Amazon.com, YouTube, and
RSS feed provided by goo. In those systems, a variety of
vita information are used as the source of information, such
as browsing history, purchase history, operation record, and
retrieval words and phrases history. Intuitively speaking, those
systems try to trace the “footprints” implicitly given by the
users.

A drawback of such approaches is that the contents relevant
to a user must be simultaneously contained in the history
of (another) user, to realize an efficient recommendation.
Another drawback is that we can not distinguish between
intentional and random visits merely via a sequence of visits.
Such a drawback could be partially overcome by measuring
the browsing time (e.g., one can identify a browsing as an
intentional one if the browsing time exceeds a predetermined
threshold), but we can not measure such time at the server
side, and a measuring at the client side causes an additional
cost.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose a new page recommendation
system. This system is designed to collect user’s preference
without forcing any cost and stress to the users.

A. Source of User Information

The basic technique used in the proposed system is user tag
and preference footprint.

User tag (U-tag, for short) is a keyword (or a keyphrase)
representing the preference of each user, e.g., baseball, major
league, and red sox. Each user can register any U-tag repre-
senting his preference to the system, if it is not registered.
When a user browses a web page by clicking a hyperlink
provided by the system, all U-tags associated with the user
are attached to the URL and are recorded to the system.

Preference footprint (PF, for short) is a collection of U-
tags attached to the URL of a page, which represents the
characteristics of the page and is used to recommend a page
to an interested user. Note that PF is different from annotation
of tags in SBSs, in a sense that: PF indicates “what type of
users browsed that page,” while the meaning of conventional
tags is “what is the characteristics of that page.” In addition, in
our system, every user is also associated with a set of U-tags
(similar to web pages), which enables a direct evaluation of
the similarity of pages and users via calculating the similarity
of the corresponding sets of U-tags (see Section III-C for the
details).

B. Basic Flow of Recommendation

The basic flow of the recommendation process is described
as follows:

1) At first, each user registers a set of U-tags representing
his preference, to the system. Note that each user can
register several U-tags. Let T (u) denote the set of U-tags
associated to user u.

2) User u sends a query to a search engine through our
system. See Figure 1 for illustration. After receiving a
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Fig. 1. Basic flow of recommendation.

list of URLs from the search engine, the system reorders
the list according to the similarity between T (u) and U-
tags associated to each URL, and forwards the reordered
list to the requesting user u.

3) The list of URLs shown to u is augmented with a list of
corresponding PFs for each URL (if any). User u selects
a URL in the list if he is interested in the contents of the
web page. (At this point, u can refer to U-tags associated
to URLs shown in the list, and he can use such tags to
navigate the keyword search through our system. See
Section III-D for the details.)

4) After receiving a URL selected by user u, the system
adds U-tags contained in T (u) to the set of U-tags
associated with the selected URL.

In the following, we describe the way of calculating similarity
between two sets of U-tags (Section III-C) and the way of
clustering URLs according to the similarity between URLs
(Section III-D).

C. Calculation of Similarity of Tags

We adopt the cosine similarity as the measure of similarity
between two sets of U-tags. More concretely, we consider
a vector space model (VSM) in which a set of U-tags is
represented by a vector, and the similarity between two sets
is evaluated by calculating the similarity between two corre-
sponding vectors. Each coordinate in the VSM corresponds to
a U-tag; i.e., a vector has a non-zero entry at the ith coordinate
iff the corresponding set contains the ith U-tag. If it has a
non-zero value, the value of the ith coordinate is determined
by applying a function known as tf-idf [2], in the following
manner.

1) tf-idf: Let S be a multiset of U-tags associated with
a URL or a user, and t be a U-tag contained in S. At first,
function tf is defined as the number of occurrences of t in S (if
S is a set of U-tags associated to a user, the value of function
tf(t, S) is either zero or one). Next, function idf is defined such
that a U-tag specific to the set takes a large value, and U-tags

commonly contained in many sets take a small value. More
concretely, function idf is defined as follows:

idf(t) = log(N/nt) (1)

where N is the total number of multisets, and nt is the number
of multisets containing t. By definition, a popular tag which
is contained in many sets takes a small value close to zero,
and conversely, a rare tag which is contained in few sets takes
a large value.

Function tf-idf, which is intended to represent the impor-
tance of t in S, is formally defined as follows:

φ(t, r) def= tf(t, r) ∗ idf(t).

Using such notions, similarity between two multisets X and
Y is defined as follows:

sim(X, Y ) def=
∑

t∈T {φ(t,X) ∗ φ(t, Y )}√(∑
t∈T φ(t,X)2

)
∗

(∑
t∈T φ(t, Y )2

)
where T denotes the set of all U-tags.

2) Procedure: Without loss of generality, let us assume that
our system has already known set T (u) of U-tags associated
with user u. After receiving a list of URLs as the result of
query issued by user u, the system conducts a reordering of
those URLs according to the similarity to T (u); i.e., it sequen-
tially calculates the similarity to T (u) for each URL, and sorts
those URLs in a non-increasing order of the similarity. Since
φ(t, T (u)) takes a value either zero or one for any t, in the
calculation of similarity between X and T (u), we may simply
add φ(t,X)’s for each t ∈ T (u) (note that the denominator
of the formula takes a constant value for given X and T (u)).

In order to speed up such selective additions, in the proposed
system, we adopt Bloom filter [8] to avoid unnecessary search
of non-existing elements (each vector is represented as a list
of elements, since we could not bound the length of vector in
advance).

D. Hierarchical Clustering of URLs

In addition to the reordering of a list of URLs, in the pro-
posed system, we prepare a mechanism to navigate the search
of a target page via indicating U-tags associated with each
search result. Recall that the proposed system is designed to
provide a higher rank to a URL if it is similar to the preference
of the requester. In addition, by referring to the set of U-tags
attached to the listed URLs, a user can recognize “which U-tag
associated to him is actually used in the reordering.” Ordering
of URLs can change if another set of U-tags is used in the
reordering, and it motivates a navigation of page ranking via
the change of the reference set of U-tags which is initially set
to the set of U-tags associated with the user.

In the proposed system, we realize such navigation via the
change of reference set by introducing two new techniques,
i.e., 1) hierarchical clustering of URLs and 2) identification
of U-tags which characterize such clusterings. This is an
extension of the method proposed in [2]. More concretely,
a clustering of several subclusters corresponds to a threshold
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concerning to the similarity of those subclusters, where simi-
larity of two subclusters is defined as follows:

sim(C1, C2) = min
x∈C1,y∈C2

{sim(x, y)} .

The maximum size of each cluster (i.e., the maximum
number of subclusters contained in each cluster) is given as
a parameter. Appropriate value of such parameter will be
determined through extensive simulations, but it is left as
a future work. Note that the computation time required for
such calculation can be hidden in general situations, since
we can calculate the similarity between any two URLs in
advance. Although the similarity between two URLs should
be recalculated periodically according to an increase of the
number of U-tags associated with each URL, we have an
intuition such that the period of such update is relatively long,
e.g., few weeks and few months.

Calculated values of similarity among URLs are informed
to the requester with a list of URLs, and actual clustering
of URLs is conducted at the client side. At the side of the
resulting hierarchical clustering, the system displays a set of
U-tags associated with each cluster, in order to navigate the
control of the search result towards a finding of a target page.

E. Observation

A key issue in our proposed scheme is how to collect a large
number of U-tags from users having various preferences. As
was described previously, the basic operation in our proposed
system is to attach all U-tags to the selected URL. In other
words, we do not consider any discrimination or filtering of U-
tags in this operation, since it is difficult to realize a selective
attachment of tags without the aid of voluntary users. Instead
of taking such approach, we adopt an optimistic strategy
such that an uncontrolled accumulation of U-tags causes an
appropriate distribution of the frequency of U-tags reflecting
the interest of the browsing users.

IV. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

We implemented a prototype system to demonstrate the
availability of the proposed scheme. The program is written
in PHP5 (server) and JavaScript (client). The environment of
the server is as follows: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E7400,
2GB Memory, Ubuntu/8.10, Apache/2.2.11, and PHP/5.2.9. As
the search engine, we used Yahoo! JAPAN Web API, which
returns at most 50 URLs for each query.

A. Data Structure

In the prototype system, a set of U-tags associated to each
user is stored in a cookie in his personal browser, and each
user can register a U-tag relevant to him either by specifying
a keyword in a free description form, or by clicking U-tags
which have already been registered by the other users. We
adopt XML as the basic format of transmitted messages,
because of its popularity and the ease of manipulation. PF
(preference footprint) of each user is also described in the
form of XML, and an attachment of PF to a URL is simply
done by merging two XML forms.

TABLE I
FORMAT OF PF.

Item Explanation
URL Used as a page ID
Tag Name of tag

Times Number of annotations of the tag (i.e., tf value)

Fig. 2. Basic functions used in the proposed scheme are implemented.

As a concrete set of U-tags, we used livedoor clip datasets2

in our experiments. This data set was published in December
2008 by livedoor clip3 which is one of the most popular SBSs
in Japan. Each record in the data set consists of four fields,
i.e., user ID, the date of bookmarking, URL, and attached tags.
In the experiments, we converted it into a data set such that:
1) each record in the set is indexed by URL, and 2) the record
concerned with a URL contains all U-tags associated with the
URL (note that the original data set contains several records
corresponding to each URL). The resultant database, which
will be referred to as PF database hereafter, consists of 200
thousand URLs and 150 thousand U-tags.

B. Basic Functions

Basic functions used in the proposed scheme are imple-
mented as follows (See Figure 2 for illustration): 1) calculation
of tf-idf value for each U-tag associated with URL is executed
after receiving a message from a user; The tf and idf values
are periodically updated. 2) similarity between a set of U-
tags associated with a user and URLs contained in a URL
list received from the search engine, is also calculated by
the server and each client merely receives the result of such
calculation, i.e., after receiving such information, each client
conducts a reordering of the search result using JavaScript;
3) similarity among URLs, which is necessary to realize a

2http://labs.edge.jp/datasets/
3http://clip.livedoor.com/
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Fig. 3. Average calculation time of the similarity to the received URLs for
each user.
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time.

hierarchical clustering of URLs at a client, is calculated by the
server after completing the calculation of tf-idf (we are going
to move this part to each client); and finally, 4) a filtering of
search result is conducted by using PF attached to each URL.

C. Quick Retrieval of Record

In order to realize a quick access to a record in the database,
in the prototype system, we divide the PF database into 256
files in the following manner: 1) each file is associated with
two hex digits from 00 to ff, 2) each URL is mapped to a hex
string by an appropriate hash function, and 3) each of those
256 files stores PF data concerned with URLs such that a prefix
of the hex string corresponding to the URL matches hex digits
associated with the file. In addition, as a way of detecting the
non-existence of a particular data in the database, we adopt a
Bloom filter of 164 bits (details of parameters are omitted in
this extended abstract).
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D. Evaluation

We conducted preliminary experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of the prototype system. In the experiments, we
consider two users u1 and u2, where user u1 is attached 50
U-tags which are identical to “top 50” of the search word
ranking of Yahoo! Japan4, and user u2 is attached no U-tags.
We measure the time required for calculating the similarity
between the set of U-tags attached to each user and the set of
U-tags attached to URLs received from the search engine, by
varying the number of received URLs from 50 to 500.

Figure 3 summarizes the result. The vertical axis of the
figure represents an average calculation time over 20 runs,
where “U-tag:50” indicates the calculation time for user u1 and
“U-tag:0” indicates the calculation time for user u2. From the
figure, we can observe that the calculation time monotonically
increases as increasing the number of URLs contained in the
search result (e.g., it takes 0.25 sec for 200 URLs and 0.4
sec for 500 URLs and), but it is not affected by the number
of U-tags attached to each user. The rate of increasing the
calculation time gradually decreases as increasing the number
of URLs, which is due to the reduction of the percentage
of URLs attached U-tags; i.e., in the data set used in the
experiments, U-tags are attached to a limited number of
(popular) URLs received from the search engine.

Figure 4 shows the calculation time of the scheme for each
query, where each point in the figure corresponds to a query
which is averaged over 20 runs. The vertical axis represents
the total number of U-tags associated with the resulting URLs,
and the vertical axis represents the total calculation time.
This result indicates that the calculation time of the scheme
depends on the number of U-tags contained in the search
result independent of the number of URLs in the search result.
In order to observe the relationship between those factors
in more detail, we selected two query words wA and wB ,
and compared the calculation time and the number of U-tags
concerned with those words by changing the number of URLs

4The period of counting the search words is from January 1
to June 30, 2008. See http://searchranking.yahoo.co.jp/
ranking2008firsthalf/ for the details
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(b) Before a clustering.

(b) After clustering.

Fig. 6. Screen shot (1): Clustering.

in the search result. Figure 5 shows the result. The horizontal
axis is the calculation time (left hand side) and the number
of U-tags contained in the search result (right hand side). As
shown in the figure, the difference of the calculation time is
certainly proportional to the difference of the number of U-
tags.

Screen shots of the prototype system are shown in Figures
6 and 7.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we proposed a new scheme for web page
recommendation which reflects the preference of each user to
the recommended result in an efficient and effective manner.
We conducted preliminary experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the scheme and showed the feasibility of the scheme.

A future work is to improve the efficiency of the proposed
scheme, by adopting a selective attachment of U-tags to
the browsed pages, and/or by tuning parameters used in the
scheme (e.g., the cluster size). We are also planning to open
the prototype system for public use, in order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our web page recommendation scheme in
the real world.
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